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and State ci illiois, i. 2, we invented cartain 
5 he 7 aid useful improvements in the Aart of 
*aking Biniefallie Coins or Checks, if which following is a specification. 

differen: hardness and specific 
2 C. . 

poses. A coin or check of low specific gray. 
it, and possessingiitie hardness-such, for 
example, as aluminitial-is desirable; but 
coias inade entirely of silicietal have proven 

5 
3oine wori, and iaore particularly 
the rim. To overcome such objection, it has 
been proposed to tak2 coins of soft, aeta 
with a risin of hardei ag, 

ci, inct::ii 
tal. The invention 

raates to si Coins or citecks and 
sy coir or check in 

ensive maasier of 
(RS. 

C priinarily, in first 
making a iiii-bi:... ix of hard retai and adapt 
ed to withstand wear, such as brass of sil. 
ver, with an opening therein and 8 biak for 
the ceintral f}}''.i 
gravity or of 
aluminium, fi 
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i). Such piering and 
then colapressing the center blink to inter 
lock with to rin-blaak to thus firmly inite 
the parts, - 
The inveition further consists in the noye 

coil Cir ?hack having a rit: if hard metai and 
2e; tra potion of soft c. is tie metal coin 
press eii to overlap or iate iock tith the rim 
a.i.d also in : he 3vel featlesiaereinafter de 
scribed, illusitated in the acroimpanying draw 
ings, and in ore particularly defined isy the 
claims at the ?ilisio h. 

In the dra vitags, Figure 1 is a 
blank for whic:; the rita is for 
is a sectional view thereof. 
tile blank from shiel th 
toody is formed. i 
tincreof. Fig. 5 is 3, 
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S as 

resident of Chicago, in the coliaty of Cook 

to for in a tongue, or rib a'. 

objectionable beca, iise they would soon be- i 
aroli) i ; 

also a 

Saria No. 702,266. (No model.) 

the invention. Fig. 8 is a sectional view there. 
of. Fig. 9 is a pian of a modified form of rim. 
blank. 
A designates a blank from which the rin 

is formed and is provided witia a central open 
ing a, ihe edge of which is reversely beveled 

cut of stamped out of a sheet of hard inetai 
by dies of suitable shape, 

3 denotes a blank from which the central 
portion is to be formed corresponding in shape 
to the opening a in the rim-blank and may 
be cut or stamped out of a sheet of the softer 
metal by suitable dies and is somewhat 
thicker than the rim-blank to provide an ex 
cess to overlap the rim-blank. The blank B 
is placed within opening G, of the rim-blank, 
as seen in figs, 5 and 6, and together they 
are piaced between former-dies having the 
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The rin-baiak is . 
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to 
desired configuration orname i3ation, or in 
signia, thereia and then compressed thereby. 
Dies of usual construction used in making 
monometallie coins may be used. Such con 
pression spreads the metal in the central 
blank outwardly to overlap the tongue at of 
the aim-blank on both sides thereof. The 
tongue or rib is reduced or reversely beveled 
of curved to perinit the excess metal of the 
blank B to overlap the tongue and leaves the 
face of the central portion flush with that of 
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he rim, and this is advantageous, because a 
raised or thickered part of the central por 
tion would become worn. if desired, an an 
nular bead a maybe... formed on the rin, 
which protetis the raised ornamentation or 
configuration on the ceitral portion of soft 
ineta, when such is used, against wear., 
The invention presents an improvement in 

the art by which a bimetallic coin or check 
Inay be aade from flasks which may be 
stamped from sheets and by which tie blanks 
aay be firmly united by the compression in 
gicient to the forming or shaping operation, 
This manner of making coins or checks, is manifestly simple and inexpensive. By this 
inventioi the objection to the lase of alu 
miniual. ii. iiiakilag checks or coins - i.e., the 
wearing of the rim by abrasion--is avoided. 
A binietaliic coin or check with a central 
ortion of aitumi.iii) is desirable because of 

its lightness. 
The details above set forth may be varied 

go 
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without departing from the spirit of the in 
vention. Thus, for example, the central por 
tion, which is shown as a disk, may be va. 
ried to any desired shape, in which event 
the opening a in the rim-blank will be corre 
spondingly varied. The shape of the rim 
may also be varied. So, also, in lieu of the 
tongue a', which is shown as being continu 
ous around the edge of the opening a, a nuin 
ber of short tongues or ribs a may be used, 
as seen in Fig. 9 of the drawings. 
The form of the invention illustrated is 

the preferred one and is particularly advan 
tageous and inexpensive; but I do not wish 
the invention to be understood as restricted to the particular method of overlapping the 
edges of the blanks, since a coin in which the 
soft metal is compressed to project between 
ribs or tongues on the rim would be compre 
hended within the generic claims. 
Having thus described my invention, what 

I claim as new, and desire to secure by Letters 
Patent, is 

1. A bimetallic coin or check, comprising 
a rim formed with an opening therein, and 
a central portion fitting within said opening 
and compressed and overlapped to form an 
interlocking joint between them. 

2. A bimetallic coin or check, comprising 
a rim formed with an opening therein, and 
a central portion fitting within said opening, 
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said rim. and central portion being com 
pressed and overlapped to form an interlock 
ing joint between them. 

: 3. A bimetallic coin or check comprising 
a rim-for:red with an opening and a tongine 
or rib, and a central portion fitting within 
said opening and compressed to overlap said 
tongue or rib. w 

4. A binetallic coin or check comprising 
a rim formed with an opening and a reversely 
beveled tongue or rib around said opening 
and a central portion fitting within said open 
E. and compressed to overlap said tongue or 

O. . . 

5. That improvement in the art of making 
bimetallic coins or checks, which consists in 
separately forming a rim-blank with an open 
ing and tongue therein, anod a blank of softer 
metal for the central portion of a shape to fit 
within said opening and with an excess' of 
metal, and then conjointly compressing the 
blanks to cause the excess of the center blank 
to overlap the tongue of the rim-blank on 
both sides thereof and flush with the faces 
thereof, and at the same time impressing into 
the article thus formed a suitable design. 

GEO. G. GREENBURG. 
Witnesses: 

P. A. KIRBY, 
FRED GERLACH. 
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